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(54) METHOD FOR PREVENTING CAMERA FROM SHAKING, AND CAMERA

(57) Provided in an embodiment of the present ap-
plication are an anti-shake method for a camera and a
camera. The method comprises: obtaining current shake
data of a camera, wherein the shake data comprises po-
sition change data of the camera when the camera
shakes, and the shake data is detected by a shake de-
tector; determining, according to a preset relationship be-
tween position change of an anti-shake lens for shake
compensation and shake data, movement data of the
anti-shake lens; and adjusting a position of the anti-shake
lens according to the movement data, so that an image
sensor captures a shake-compensated image. By apply-
ing the embodiment of the present application, anti-shake
processing can be perforemd for the higher or lower fre-
quency shake, improving anti-shake performance.
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Description

[0001] The present application claims the priority to a Chinese Patent Application No. 201611097722.9, entitled "ANTI-
SHAKE METHOD FOR CAMERA AND CAMERA" and a Chinese Patent Application No. 201621316113.3, entitled
"Surveillance Camera" filed with the China National Intellectual Property Administration on December 02, 2016, which
are incorporated into the present application by reference in their entireties.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present application relates to a field of camera, and in particular to an anti-shake method for a camera and
a camera.

BACKGROUND

[0003] At present, an electronic anti-shake is commonly used in cameras with anti-shake function, such as cameras
in the security field. The electronic anti-shake is actually a technology for compensating for shake through the reduction
of image quality. The anti-shake frequency of the electronic anti-shake is limited by a frame rate of image, thus the
electronic anti-shake cannot perform anti-shake processing for the higher or lower frequency shake, resulting in an
unsatisfactory anti-shake performance.

SUMMARY

[0004] The objective of embodiments of the present application is to provide an anti-shake method for a camera and
a camera to improve the anti-shake performance. Specifically, the following specific technical solutions are provided.
[0005] An embodiment of the present application provides an anti-shake method for a camera. The camera includes:
a lens including a movable anti-shake lens, a shake detector and an image sensor. The method includes:

acquiring current shake data of the camera, wherein the shake data includes position change data of the camera
when the camera shakes, and the shake data is detected by the shake detector;

determining movement data of the anti-shake lens, based on a preset relationship between position change of the
anti-shake lens for shake compensation and shake data; and

adjusting the position of the anti-shake lens based on the movement data, so as to cause the image sensor to
capture a shake-compensated image.

[0006] Optionally, the step of acquiring current shake data of the camera includes: acquiring the current shake data
of the camera according to preset periods;
the position change data is an angle variation of the camera in a current period relative to a previous period;
before the step of determining movement data of the anti-shake lens based on a preset relationship between position
change of the anti-shake lens for shake compensation and shake data, the method further includes:

determining whether the camera shakes continuously in a preset number of periods or whether the camera is
standstill continuously in the preset number of periods based on the angle variation, a preset shake threshold and
a preset standstill threshold, and enabling or disabling the anti-shake function based on a determination result;

when the anti-shake function is enabled, preforming the step of determining movement data of the anti-shake lens
based on a preset relationship between position change of the anti-shake lens for shake compensation and shake
data.

[0007] Optionally, the step of determining whether the camera shakes continuously in a preset number of periods or
whether the camera is standstill continuously in the preset number of periods based on the angle variation, a preset
shake threshold and a preset standstill threshold, and enabling or disabling the anti-shake function based on a deter-
mination result, includes:

obtaining a first camera state determined in the previous period; wherein, the camera state includes: a standstill
state or a shake state;
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when the first camera state is the standstill state:

determining and recording whether the camera shakes in the current period, based on the preset shake threshold
and the angle variation;

determining whether the camera shakes continuously in the preset number of periods; if the camera shakes
continuously in the preset number of periods, determining that a second camera state of the camera in the
current period is the shake state, and enabling the anti-shake function; if the camera does not shake continuously
in the preset number of periods, determining that the second camera state of the camera in the current period
is the standstill state, and remaining the anti-shake function disabled; and

when the first camera state is the shake state:

determining and recording whether the camera is standstill in the current period, based on the preset
standstill threshold and the angle variation;

determining whether the camera is standstill continuously in the preset number of periods; if the camera is
standstill continuously in the preset number of periods, determining that the second camera state of the
camera in the current period is the standstill state, and disabling the anti-shake function; if the camera is
not standstill continuously in the preset number of periods, determining that the second camera state of
the camera in the current period is the shake state and remaining the anti-shake function enabled.

[0008] Optionally, the step of determining and recording whether the camera shakes in the current period, based on
the preset shake threshold and the angle variation, includes:

determining whether the angle variation is greater than the preset shake threshold; if the angle variation is greater
than the preset shake threshold, determining that the camera shakes in the current period, and recording the number
of times that the camera shakes; if the angle variation is not greater than the preset shake threshold, determining
that the camera does not shake, and resetting the number of times that the camera shakes;

the step of determining and recording whether the camera is standstill in the current period, based on the preset
standstill threshold and the angle variation, includes:

determining whether the angle variation is less than the preset standstill threshold; if the angle variation is less than
the preset standstill threshold, determining that the camera is standstill in the current period, and recording the
number of times that the camera is standstill; if the angle variation is not less than the preset standstill threshold,
determining that the camera is not standstill in the current period, and resetting the number of times that the camera
is standstill.

[0009] Optionally, the preset relationship between position change of the anti-shake lens for shake compensation and
shake data includes: a correspondence between the angle variation and a compensation vector of the anti-shake lens
under a preset focal length;
the step of determining movement data of the anti-shake lens based on a preset relationship between position change
of the anti-shake lens for shake compensation and shake data includes:

determining a movement direction and a movement distance of the anti-shake lens based on the correspondence
between the angle variation and the compensation vector of anti-shake lens under the preset focal length;

the step of adjusting a position of the anti-shake lens based on the movement data, so as to cause the image sensor
to capture a shake-compensated image includes:
adjusting the position of the anti-shake lens based on the determined movement direction and the determined
movement distance of the anti-shake lens, so as to cause the image sensor to capture a shake-compensated image.

[0010] Optionally, the shake detector is a gyroscope;
the step of acquiring current shake data of the camera, includes:

receiving current angular velocity data sent by the gyroscope;
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calculating the angle variation of the camera in the current period relative to the previous period, based on the length
of the preset period.

[0011] Optionally, the method further includes:

receiving an operation instruction for enabling the anti-shake function or disabling the anti-shake function from a user;

enabling or disabling the anti-shake function based on the operation instruction; and/or

receiving and saving an anti-shake level set by the user; wherein, the anti-shake level includes: the shake threshold
and/or the standstill threshold.

[0012] An embodiment of the present application further provides an anti-shake apparatus for a camera. The camera
includes: a lens including a movable anti-shake lens, a shake detector and an image sensor. The apparatus includes:

a shake acquisition module, configured for acquiring current shake data of the camera, wherein the shake data
includes position change data of the camera when the camera shakes, and the shake data is detected by the shake
detector;

a data determination module, configured for determining movement data of the anti-shake lens, based on a preset
relationship between position change of the anti-shake lens for shake compensation and shake data;

a position adjustment module, configured for adjusting the position of the anti-shake lens based on the movement
data, so as to cause the image sensor to capture a shake-compensated image.

[0013] Optionally, the shake acquisition module is specifically configured for acquiring the current shake data of the
camera according to preset periods;
the position change data is an angle variation of the camera in a current period relative to a previous period;
the apparatus further includes:

an anti-shake function enabling and disabling module is configured for determining whether the camera shakes
continuously in a preset number of periods or whether the camera is standstill continuously in the preset number of
periods based on the angle variation, a preset shake threshold and a preset standstill threshold, and enabling or
disabling the anti-shake function based on a determination result;

when the anti-shake function is enabled, triggering the data determination module.

[0014] Optionally, the anti-shake function enabling and disabling module includes:

a first camera state acquisition sub-module, configured for obtaining a first camera state determined in the previous
period; wherein, the camera state includes: a standstill state or a shake state;

a first standstill state determination sub-module, configured for, when the first camera state is the standstill state:

determining and recording whether the camera shakes in the current period, based on the preset shake threshold
and the angle variation;

a second standstill state determination sub-module, configured for determining whether the camera shakes
continuously in the preset number of periods; if the camera shakes continuously in the preset number of periods,
determining that a second camera state of the camera in the current period is the shake state, and enabling
the anti-shake function; if the camera does not shake continuously in the preset number of periods, determining
that the second camera state of the camera in the current period is the standstill state, and remaining the anti-
shake function disabled;

a first shake state determination sub-module, configured for, when the first camera state is the shake state:

determining and recording whether the camera is standstill in the current period, based on the preset
standstill threshold and the angle variation;
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a second shake state determination sub-module, configured for determining whether the camera is standstill
continuously in the preset number of periods; if the camera is standstill continuously in the preset number
of periods, determining that the second camera state of the camera in the current period is the standstill
state, and disabling the anti-shake function; if the camera is not standstill continuously in the preset number
of periods, determining that the second camera state of the camera in the current period is the shake state
and remaining the anti-shake function enabled.

[0015] Optionally, the first standstill state determination sub-module is specifically configured for:

determining whether the angle variation is greater than the preset shake threshold; if the angle variation is greater
than the preset shake threshold, determining that the camera shakes in the current period, and recording the number
of times that the camera shakes; if the angle variation is not greater than the preset shake threshold, determining
that the camera does not shake, and resetting the number of times that the camera shakes;

the first shake state determination sub-module is specifically configured for:
determining whether the angle variation is less than the preset standstill threshold; if the angle variation is less than
the preset standstill threshold, determining that the camera is standstill in the current period, and recording the
number of times that the camera is standstill; if the angle variation is not less than the preset standstill threshold,
determining that the camera is not standstill in the current period, and resetting the number of times that the camera
is standstill.

[0016] Optionally, the preset relationship between position change of the anti-shake lens for shake compensation and
shake data includes: a correspondence between the angle variation and a compensation vector of the anti-shake lens
under a preset focal length;
the data determination module is specifically configured for:

determining a movement direction and a movement distance of the anti-shake lens, based on the correspondence
between the angle variation and the compensation vector of anti-shake lens under the preset focal length;

the position adjustment module is specifically configured for :

adjusting the position of the anti-shake lens based on the determined movement direction and the determined
movement distance of the anti-shake lens, so as to cause the image sensor to capture a shake-compensated
image.

Optionally, the shake detector is a gyroscope;

the shake acquisition module includes:

a reception sub-module, configured for receiving current angular velocity data sent by the gyroscope;

a calculation sub-module, configured for calculating the angle variation of the camera in the current period
relative to the previous period, based on the length of the preset period.

[0017] Optionally, the apparatus further includes:

a reception module, configured for receiving an operation instruction for enabling the anti-shake function or disabling
the anti-shake function from a user;

an anti-shake enabling and disabling module, configured for enabling or disabling the anti-shake function based on
the operation instruction; and/or

an anti-shake setting module, configured for receiving and saving an anti-shake level set by the user; wherein, the
anti-shake level includes: the shake threshold and/or the standstill threshold.

[0018] An embodiment of the present application further provides a camera, including: a lens including a movable
anti-shake lens, a shake detector, an image sensor and a first processor; wherein,
the lens is configured for optical framing;
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the shake detector is configured for detecting current shake data of the camera;
the image sensor is configured for capturing an image; and
the first processor is configured for acquiring current shake data of the camera, wherein the shake data includes position
change data of the camera when the camera shakes, and the shake data is detected by the shake detector; determining
movement data of the anti-shake lens, based on a preset relationship between position change of the anti-shake lens
for shake compensation and shake data; and adjusting the position of the anti-shake lens based on the movement data,
so as to cause the image sensor to capture a shake-compensated image.
[0019] Optionally, the shake detector is specifically configured for acquiring the current shake data of the camera
according to preset periods;
the position change data is an angle variation of the camera in a current period relative to a previous period;
the first processor is specifically configured for:

determining whether the camera shakes continuously in a preset number of periods or whether the camera is
standstill continuously in the preset number of periods based on the angle variation, a preset shake threshold and
a preset standstill threshold, and enabling or disabling the anti-shake function based on a determination result;

when the anti-shake function is enabled, determining the movement data of the anti-shake lens based on the preset
relationship between position change of the anti-shake lens for shake compensation and shake data.

[0020] Optionally, the camera further includes: a second processor configured for:

receiving an operation instruction for enabling the anti-shake function or disabling the anti-shake function from a user;

sending an instruction for enabling or disabling the anti-shake function to the first processor based on the operation
instruction; and/or

receiving an anti-shake level set by the user, and sending the anti-shake level to the first processor to be saved;
wherein, the anti-shake level includes: the shake threshold and/or the standstill threshold.

[0021] The embodiment of the present application provides a storage medium, configured for storing executable code;
wherein, the executable code, when being executed, performs the anti-shake method for a camera according to the
embodiment of the present application.
[0022] The embodiment of the present application provides an application program which, when being executed,
performs the anti-shake method for a camera according to the embodiment of the present application.
[0023] In the anti-shake method for a camera and a camera provided by embodiments of the present application, the
current shake data of the position change of the camera is acquired by the shake detector. The movement data of the
anti-shake lens is determined based on the preset relationship between position change of the anti-shake lens for shake
compensation and shake data. The position of the anti-shake lens is adjusted based on the movement data, so that the
image sensor captures a shake-compensated image. The present application achieves the anti-shake function by the
position movement of the anti-shake lens, which is different from the electronic anti-shake in prior art, which achieves
the anti-shake function by processing the image. The anti-shake method according to the embodiment of the present
application is not limited by the frame rate of the image, and can perform anti-shake processing for the higher or lower
frequency shake, improving the anti-shake performance. Of course, any one of the products or methods implementing
the present application does not necessarily achieve all of the advantages described above at the same time.
[0024] The embodiment of the present application discloses a surveillance camera which can capture a clear surveil-
lance video when the surveillance camera shakes.
[0025] To achieve the above-mentioned objective, the embodiment of the present application discloses a surveillance
camera; and the surveillance camera includes: a shake detector, a system on chip (SOC), an optical anti-shake lens
including a set of movable optical anti-shake compensation lenses, a motor driver and a photosensitive sensor.
[0026] The shake detector is electrically connected to the SOC, and sends a shake signal to the SOC.
[0027] The SOC is electrically connected to the shake detector, the motor driver and the photosensitive sensor,
respectively, and receives the shake signal sent by the shake detector, and sends a control signal to the motor driver
and the photosensitive sensor based on the shake signal.
[0028] The motor driver is connected to the SOC and the set of optical anti-shake compensation lenses, and receives
the control signal sent by the SOC to drive the set of optical anti-shake compensation lenses to move.
[0029] The photosensitive sensor is located in rear of the optical anti-shake lens, and receives the control signal sent
by the SOC, and captures light passing through the optical anti-shake lens to form a shake-compensated image.
[0030] In an implementation of the present application, the optical anti-shake lens further includes: a set of photosen-
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sitive lenses; wherein,
the set of photosensitive lenses is located in front of the set of optical anti-shake compensation lenses;
the photosensitive sensor is located in rear of the set of optical anti-shake compensation lenses.
[0031] In an implementation of the present application, the set of photosensitive lenses include: a set of magnifying
lenses and a set of focusing lenses; wherein,
the set of focusing lenses are located in rear of the set of magnifying lenses, and in front of the set of optical anti-shake
compensation lenses.
[0032] In an implementation of the present application, the set of magnifying lenses include at least two lenses.
[0033] In an implementation of the present application, the set of focusing lenses include at least two lenses.
[0034] In an implementation of the present application, the motor driver includes: a motor driving chip and an optical
compensation motor; wherein,
the motor driving chip is electrically connected to the SOC and the optical compensation motor, respectively;
the optical compensation motor is connected to the set of optical anti-shake compensation lenses to drive the set of
optical anti-shake compensation lenses to move.
[0035] In an implementation of the present application, the shake detector is a gyroscope.
[0036] In an implementation of the present application, the surveillance camera includes at least two optical anti-shake
lenses;
the number of the photosensitive sensors is equal to the number of the optical anti-shake lenses.
[0037] It can be seen that the surveillance camera according to the embodiments includes: a shake detector, an SOC,
an optical anti-shake lens including a set of movable optical anti-shake compensation lenses, a motor driver and a
photosensitive sensor. The shake detector sends a shake signal to the SOC connected thereto. The SOC may send a
control signal to the motor driver and the photosensitive sensor connected thereto based on the shake signal. The motor
driver, after receiving the control signal, drives the set of optical anti-shake compensation lenses in the optical anti-shake
lens connected thereto to move, thereby adjusting the focus of the light passing through the optical anti-shake lens on
the photosensitive sensor to obtain a shake-compensated image. Therefore, the surveillance camera according to the
various embodiments of the present application can capture a clear surveillance video when the surveillance camera
shakes.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0038] In order to more clearly describe the technical solutions of the embodiments of the present application and the
prior art, drawings that need to be used in embodiments and the prior art will be briefly described below. Obviously, the
drawings described below are for only some embodiments of the present application; those skilled in the art can also
obtain other drawings based on these drawings without any creative efforts.

FIG. 1 shows a flowchart of an anti-shake method for a camera according to an embodiment of the present application.

FIG. 2 shows another flowchart of an anti-shake method for a camera according to an embodiment of the present
application.

FIG. 3 shows a specific flowchart of S211 shown in FIG. 2.

FIG. 4 shows a structural diagram of an anti-shake apparatus for a camera according to an embodiment of the
present application.

FIG. 5 shows another structural diagram of an anti-shake apparatus for a camera according to an embodiment of
the present application.

FIG. 6 shows a first structural diagram of a camera according to an embodiment of the present application.

FIG. 7 shows a second structural diagram of a camera according to an embodiment of the present application.

FIG. 8 shows a third structural diagram of a camera according to an embodiment of the present application.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0039] In order to make the objectives, technical solutions, and advantages of the present application clearer and
more understandable, the present application will be described in more detail below with reference to the appended
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drawings and embodiments. Obviously, the described embodiments are only some, and not all, of the embodiments of
the present application. All other embodiments obtained based on the embodiments of the present application by those
skilled in the art without any creative efforts fall into the scope of protection defined by the present application.
[0040] Embodiments of the application disclose an anti-shake method for a camera and a camera, which can improve
the anti-shake performance. An anti-shake method for a camera according to an embodiment of the present application
is firstly introduced below.
[0041] At present, cameras have been widely used in a motion photograph, security, traffic surveillance and other
fields. In order to obtain a clearer and more reliable image, a camera is required to have anti-shake performance. At
present, the electronic anti-shake is commonly used in the camera. The electronic anti-shake is a technology for analyzing
images on a CCD and then using edge images for shake compensation. The electronic anti-shake is actually a technology
for compensating for shake through the reduction of image quality. The anti-shake frequency of the electronic anti-shake
is limited by a frame rate at which an image is captured, thus the electronic anti-shake cannot perform anti-shake
processing for the higher or lower frequency shake, resulting in an unsatisfactory anti-shake performance.
[0042] The present application provides an anti-shake method for a camera. A movable anti-shake lens is included
in the camera lens. An optical anti-shake is implemented by the cooperation of the anti-shake lens, a shake detector
and an image sensor.
[0043] Referring to FIG. 1, FIG. 1 shows a flowchart of an anti-shake method for a camera according to an embodiment
of the present application. The method includes 101-103.
[0044] 101: acquiring current shake data of the camera by a shake detector.
[0045] The position of the camera changes when the camera shakes. A value obtained by quantifying the degree of
shake of the camera is taken as the shake data.
[0046] The shake data includes position change data of the camera when the camera shakes. The change in position
of the camera includes the change in angle of the camera.
[0047] Current shake data is shake data of the camera at the current time. The shake data is detected by the shake
detector.
[0048] 102: determining movement data of an anti-shake lens, based on current shake data of the camera and a
preset relationship between position change of the anti-shake lens for shake compensation and shake data. The move-
ment data of the anti-shake lens is position change data of the anti-shake lens.
[0049] The preset relationship between position change of the anti-shake lens for shake compensation and shake
data is obtained in advance based on the relationship between positions of the shake detector and the anti-shake lens
of the camera, the relationship between the shake direction and the movement direction of the anti-shake lens, and the
relationship between the focal length, shake distance and shake angle and the movement distance of the anti-shake
lens. The preset relationship can be expressed in a formula or a table. According to the preset relationship, it is possible
to acquire movement data, corresponding to any shake data, of the anti-shake lens for shake compensation. The
movement data includes a movement direction and a movement distance. In other words, the position change data
includes a direction of position change and a distance of position change.
[0050] It should be noted that the anti-shake lens may move in four directions including up, down, left, and right
directions.
[0051] 103: adjusting the position of the anti-shake lens based on the movement data, so as to cause an image sensor
to capture a shake-compensated image.
[0052] The position of the anti-shake lens is determined based on the movement data. The anti-shake lens is moved
to the determined position to complete an anti-shake compensation movement, so that the image sensor captures the
shake-compensated image. Therefore, an anti-shake capturing picture can be obtained.
[0053] In the anti-shake method for a camera according to the embodiment of the present application, the current
shake data of the position change of the camera is acquired by the shake detector. The movement data of the anti-
shake lens is determined based on the preset relationship between position change of the anti-shake lens for shake
compensation and shake data. The position of the anti-shake lens is adjusted based on the movement data, so that the
image sensor captures a shake-compensated image. The present application achieves the anti-shake function by the
position movement of the anti-shake lens, which is different from the electronic anti-shake in prior art, which achieves
the anti-shake function by processing the image. The anti-shake method according to the embodiment of the present
application is not limited by the frame rate of the image, and can perform anti-shake processing for the higher or lower
frequency shake, improving the anti-shake performance.
[0054] As another embodiment, FIG. 2 shows another flowchart of an anti-shake method for a camera according to
an embodiment of the present application. The method includes steps 210-213.
[0055] At step 210, the current shake data of the camera is acquired based on preset periods. In other words, for each
of preset periods, the current shake data of the camera is acquired by the shake detector.
[0056] The shake data includes position change data of the camera when the camera shakes. The position change
data is the angle variation of the camera in the current period relative to the previous period.
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[0057] The shake data is detected by the shake detector. The shake detector is a gyroscope.
[0058] The preset period in microseconds is a shake detection period of the camera set based on industrial requirements
or set manually.
[0059] Step 210 specifically includes the following steps.
[0060] In the first step, current angular velocity data sent by the gyroscope is received.
[0061] The gyroscope is used for detecting the shake and sending the angular velocity data, which belongs to the
prior art, and will not be described herein.
[0062] In the second step, the angle variation of the camera in the current period relative to the previous period is
calculated, based on the length of the preset period, the current angular velocity data, and angular velocity data received
in the previous period.
[0063] The second step specifically includes: calculating the integral of the current angular velocity data at the preset
period as a time period, to obtain the angle variation of the camera in the current period relative to the previous period.
The calculation of the integral at a time period belongs to the prior art, and will not be described herein.
[0064] At step 211, whether the camera shakes continuously in the preset number of periods or whether the camera
is standstill continuously in the preset number of periods is determined based on the angle variation, a preset shake
threshold and a preset standstill threshold, and the anti-shake function is enabled or disabled based on a determination
result.
[0065] In other words, whether the camera shakes continuously in the preset number of periods is determined based
on the shake data of the camera in the preset number of periods, the preset shake threshold and the preset standstill
threshold, and if the camera shakes continuously in the preset number of periods, the anti-shake function is enabled.
[0066] It can be understood that in implementing the embodiment shown in FIG. 2 during each preset period, step
210 is first performed, and then step 211 is performed; if the anti-shake function is enabled in step 211, step 212 and
step 213 are performed; and if the anti-shake function is disabled in step 211, step 212 and step 213 are not performed.
[0067] Specifically, step 211 may include:
determining a first camera state of the camera in a previous period of the current period, wherein the camera state
includes: a standstill state or a shake state.
[0068] For ease of description, the state of the camera in a previous period for the current period is called as a first
camera state, and the state of the camera in the current period is called as a second camera state.
[0069] When the first camera state is a standstill state:

determining whether the camera shakes in the current period, based on the preset shake threshold and the angle
variation included in the shake data of the camera in the current period;

determining whether the camera shakes continuously in the preset number of periods; if the camera shakes con-
tinuously in the preset number of periods, determining that the second camera state of the camera in the current
period is the shake state, and enabling the anti-shake function; if the camera does not shake continuously in the
preset number of periods, determining that the second camera state of the camera in the current period is the
standstill state, and remaining the shake function disabled.

[0070] When the first camera state is a shake state:

determining whether the camera is standstill in the current period, based on the preset standstill threshold and the
angle variation included in the shake data of the camera in the current period;

determining whether the camera is standstill continuously in the preset number of periods; if the camera is standstill
continuously in the preset number of periods, determining that the second camera state of the camera in the current
period is the standstill state, and enabling the anti-shake function; if the camera is not standstill continuously in the
preset number of periods, determining that the second camera state of the camera in the current period is the shake
state, and remaining the shake function enabled.

[0071] The shake threshold and the standstill threshold are a shake determination threshold and a standstill determi-
nation threshold of the camera set based on industrial requirements or set manually. In the embodiment of the present
application, the shake threshold is represented by A, and the standstill threshold is represented by B.
[0072] Referring to FIG. 3, FIG. 3 is a specific flowchart of step 211 shown in FIG. 2. Step 211 includes the following
steps.
[0073] At step 2111, the first camera state determined in the previous period is obtained; that is, the first camera state
of the camera in the previous period of the current period is determined, wherein the camera state includes a standstill
state or a shake state.
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[0074] In the embodiment shown in FIG 2, for ease of description, the state of the camera in a previous period of the
current period is called as a first camera state, and the state of the camera in the current period is called as a second
camera state.
[0075] When the first camera state is a standstill state, step 2112 is performed.
[0076] At step 2112, it is determined whether the angle variation included in the shake data of the camera in the current
period is greater than the preset shake threshold. If yes, step 2113 is performed. At step 2113, it is determined that the
camera shakes in the current period, and the number of times that the camera shakes is recorded. The number of times
that the camera shakes is recorded by a shake counter CNTa, as CNTa+1 at this time. After step 2113, step 2115 is
performed. If the angle variation included in the shake data of the camera in the current period is not greater than the
preset shake threshold, step 2114 is performed. At step 2114, it is determined that no shakes occur, and the number of
times that the camera shakes CNTa is reset. After step 2114, step 2118 is performed and then step 2119 is performed.
At step 2118, it is determined that the second camera state of the camera in the current period is the standstill state. At
step 2119, the anti-shake function remains disabled.
[0077] At step 2115, it is determined whether the camera shakes in the preset number of periods. Specifically, whether
the CNTa is greater than the threshold M is determined, wherein M is a positive integer greater than 0. If the CNTa is
greater than the threshold M, step 2116 is performed. At step 2116, it is determined that the second camera state of the
camera in the current period is the shake state, and the number of times that the camera is standstill CNTb is reset.
Next, Step 2117 is performed. At step 2117, the anti-shake function enabled. If CNTa is not greater than the threshold
M, step 2118 is performed. At step 2118, it is determined that the second camera state of the camera in the current
period is the standstill state. Next, step 2119 is performed. At step 2119, the anti-shake function remains disabled.
[0078] When the first camera state is a shake state, step 2122 is performed.
[0079] At step 2122, it is determined whether the angle variation included in the shake data of the camera in the current
period is less than the preset standstill threshold. If the angle variation included in the shake data of the camera in the
current period is less than the preset standstill threshold, step 2123 is performed. At step 2123, it is determined that the
camera is standstill in the current period, and the number of times that the camera is standstill is recorded. The number
of times that the camera is standstill is recorded by a standstill counter CNTb, as CNTb+1 at this time. After step 2123,
step 2125 is performed. If the angle variation included in the shake data of the camera in the current period is not less
than the preset standstill threshold, step 2124 is performed. At step 2124, it is determined that the camera is not standstill
in the current period, and the number of times that the camera is standstill CNTb is reset. After step 2124, step 2128 is
performed. At step 2128, it is determined that the second camera state of the camera in the current period is the shake
state. Next, step 2129 is performed. At step 2129, the anti-shake function remains enabled.
[0080] At step 2125, it is determined whether the camera is standstill continuously in the preset number of periods.
Specifically, whether the CNTb is greater than the threshold N is determined, wherein N is a positive integer greater
than 0. If the CNTb is greater than the threshold N, step 2126 is performed. At step 2126, it is determined that the second
camera state of the camera in the current period is the standstill state, and the number of times that the camera shakes
CNTa is reset. Next, step 2127 is performed. At step 2127, the anti-shake function is disabled. If the CNTb is not greater
than the threshold N, step 2128 is performed. At step 2128, it is determined that the second camera state of the camera
in the current period is the shake state. Next, step 2129 is performed. At step 2129, the anti-shake function remains
enabled.
[0081] A and B are natural numbers greater than 0. In the solution of the embodiment of the present application, A ≥
B indicates that the shake determination threshold, which is used to determine the camera to change to the shake state
from the standstill state, is greater than or equal to the standstill determination threshold, which is used to determine the
camera to change to the standstill state from the shake state. A may be understood as a degree of violent shake in the
standstill state. B may be understood as a degree of slight shake in the shake state. M and N are positive integers
greater than 0. M and N may be the same or different values. M may be understood as the accumulated number of
continuously violent shakes in the standstill state, and N may be understood as the accumulated number of continuously
slight shakes in the shake state.
[0082] When the anti-shake function is enabled in step 2117 and step 2129, step 212 is performed.
[0083] At step 212, when the anti-shake function is enabled, the movement data of the anti-shake lens is determined,
based on the preset relationship between position change of the anti-shake lens for shake compensation and shake data.
[0084] The preset relationship between the position change of the anti-shake lens for shake compensation and shake
data includes: the correspondence between the angle variation of the camera and the compensation vector of anti-shake
lens under a preset focal length. Therefore, step 212 specifically includes: when the anti-shake function is enabled,
based on the correspondence between the angle variation and the compensation vector of anti-shake lens under the
current focal length, determining the movement direction and the movement distance of the anti-shake lens, that is,
determining the direction of the position change and the distance of the position change of the anti-shake lens.
[0085] For example, the correspondence between the angle variation of the camera and the compensation vector of
anti-shake lens under the preset focal length is illustrated below. Table 1 is an example table of the correspondence
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between the angle variation of the camera and the compensation vector of anti-shake lens under the preset focal length,
as follows:

[0086] At step 213, the position of the anti-shake lens is adjusted based on the determined movement direction and
movement distance of the anti-shake lens, so as to cause the image sensor to capture a shake-compensated image.
[0087] After the step 213, the anti-shake method according to the embodiment of the present application further
includes:
performing a conversion and match operation on a picture captured by the image sensor, so that the captured picture
is close to a picture seen by the human eye. The conversion and match operation includes various operations that
enhance the definition and quality of the picture, such as noise elimination, red-eye elimination, contrast adjustment,
and chromatic aberration adjustment.
[0088] In addition to the above steps, the anti-shake method according to the embodiment of the present application
further includes:

receiving an operation instruction for enabling or disabling the anti-shake function from a user;

enabling or disabling the anti-shake function based on the operation instruction; and/or,

receiving and saving an anti-shake level set by the user, wherein the anti-shake level includes the shake threshold
and/or the standstill threshold.

[0089] In addition to the above steps, the anti-shake method according to the embodiment of the present application
further includes:

receiving one or more of an operation instruction for enabling the anti-shake function, an operation instruction for
disabling the anti-shake function and an instruction for setting the anti-shake level, sent by a user;

if the operation instruction for enabling the anti-shake function is received from the user, enabling the anti-shake
function;

if the operation instruction for disabling the anti-shake function is received from the user, disabling the anti-shake
function; and

if the instruction for setting the anti-shake level is received from the user, reading and saving an anti-shake level
carried in the instruction for setting the anti-shake level, wherein the anti-shake level includes the shake threshold
and/or the standstill threshold.

[0090] It can be understood that in implementing the embodiment shown in FIG. 2 during each preset period, step
210 is first performed, and then step 211 is performed; if the anti-shake function is enabled in step 211, step 212 and
step 213 are performed; and if the anti-shake function is disabled in step 211, step 212 and step 213 are not performed.
[0091] It should be noted that the user may set different anti-shake levels, that is, the user may change the value of
the shake threshold A or the standstill threshold B. The smaller the value of A or B is, the higher anti-shake level is.
[0092] It can be seen that in the anti-shake method for a camera according to the embodiment of the present application,
the current shake data of the camera is acquired through the gyroscope; whether the camera shakes continuously in
the preset number of periods or whether the camera is standstill continuously in the preset number of periods is determined

Table 1

example 1 example 2 example 3 example 4

focal length 50mm 50mm 100mm 100mm

angle variation
upward displacement 

of 0.44°

downward 
displacement of 

0.89°

upward displacement 
of 0.18°

downward 
displacement of 

0.35°

compensation vector of 
anti-shake lens

downward 
compensation of 

0.4mm

upward 
compensation of 

0.8mm

downward 
compensation of 

0.4mm

upward 
compensation of 

0.8mm
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by comparing the angle variation of the current shake data with the preset shake threshold or the standstill threshold
based on the first camera state determined in the previous period, and the anti-shake function is enabled or disabled
based on a determination result. When the anti-shake function is enabled, the movement direction and the movement
distance of the anti-shake lens are determined based on the correspondence between the angle variation and the
compensation vector of anti-shake lens under the current focal length. The position of the anti-shake lens is adjusted
based on the determined movement direction and movement distance of the anti-shake lens, so that the image sensor
captures the shake-compensated image. With the embodiment of the present application, the anti-shake performance
can be improved. Furthermore, in the embodiment of the present application, when the anti-shake function is enabled,
it can be determined through state that when the angle variation of the camera remains less than the standstill threshold
for a time threshold N, the anti-shake function is disabled. Therefore, according to the embodiment of the present
application, the working time of the anti-shake component can be reduced and thus the service life of the anti-shake
component is improved.
[0093] Referring to FIG. 4, FIG. 4 shows a structural diagram of an anti-shake apparatus for a camera according to
an embodiment of the present application. The apparatus includes:

a shake acquisition module 401, configured for acquiring current shake data of the camera by the shake detector,
wherein the shake data comprises position change data of the camera when the camera shakes;

a data determination module 402, configured for determining movement data of the anti-shake lens, based on a
preset relationship between position change of the anti-shake lens for shake compensation and shake data;

a position adjustment module 403, configured for adjusting a position of the anti-shake lens based on the movement
data, so as to cause the image sensor to capture a shake-compensated image.

[0094] With the anti-shake apparatus for a camera according to the embodiment of the present application, the current
shake data of the position change of the camera is acquired by the shake detector. The movement data of the anti-
shake lens is determined based on the preset relationship between the position change of the anti-shake lens for shake
compensation and the shake data. The position of the anti-shake lens is adjusted based on the movement data, so that
the image sensor captures a shake-compensated image. The present application achieves the anti-shake function by
the position movement of the anti-shake lens, which is different from the electronic anti-shake in prior art, which achieves
the anti-shake function by processing the image. The anti-shake method according to the embodiment of the present
application is not limited by the frame rate of the image, and can perform anti-shake processing for the higher or lower
frequency shake, improving the anti-shake performance.
[0095] It should be noted that the apparatus in the embodiment of the present application is an apparatus using the
above-described anti-shake method for a camera, and all embodiments of the above-described method are applicable
to the apparatus, and the apparatus can achieve the same or similar beneficial effects.
[0096] As another embodiment, FIG. 5 shows another structural diagram of an anti-shake apparatus for a camera
according to an embodiment of the present application. The apparatus include a shake acquisition module 501, an anti-
shake function enabling and disabling module 502, a data determination module 503, a position adjustment module 504,
a reception module 505, an anti-shake enabling and disabling module 506 and/or an anti-shake setting module 507.
[0097] The shake acquisition module 501 is configured for acquiring the current shake data of the camera based on
preset periods.
[0098] The shake data includes position change data of the camera when the camera shakes. The position change
data is the angle variation of the camera in the current period relative to the previous period.
[0099] The shake data is detected by the shake detector. The shake detector is a gyroscope.
[0100] The shake acquisition module 501 includes:

a reception sub-module 5011, configured for receiving current angular velocity data sent by the gyroscope; and

a calculation sub-module 5012, configured for calculating the angle variation of the camera in the current period
relative to the previous period, based on the length of the preset period.

[0101] The anti-shake function enabling and disabling module 502 is configured for determining whether the camera
shakes continuously in a preset number of periods or whether the camera is standstill continuously in the preset number
of periods based on the angle variation, a preset shake threshold and a preset standstill threshold, and enabling or
disabling the anti-shake function based on a determination result; and
when the anti-shake function is enabled, triggering the data determination module 503.
[0102] The anti-shake function enabling and disabling module 502 includes sub-modules 5021-5025.
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[0103] The first camera state acquisition sub-module 5021 is configured for obtaining a first camera state determined
in the previous period; wherein, the camera state includes: a standstill state or a shake state;
[0104] The first standstill state determination sub-module 5022 is configured for, when the first camera state is the
standstill state:
determining and recording whether the camera shakes in the current period, based on the preset shake threshold and
the angle variation.
[0105] The first standstill state determination sub-module 5022 is specifically configured for:
determining whether the angle variation is greater than the preset shake threshold; if the angle variation is greater than
the preset shake threshold, determining that the camera shakes in the current period, and recording the number of times
that the camera shakes; if the angle variation is not greater than the preset shake threshold, determining that the camera
does not shake, and resetting the number of times that the camera shakes.
[0106] The second standstill state determination sub-module 5023 is configured for determining whether the camera
shakes continuously in the preset number of periods; if the camera shakes continuously in the preset number of periods,
determining that the second camera state of the camera in the current period is the shake state, and enabling the anti-
shake function; if the camera does not shake continuously in the preset number of periods, determining that the second
camera state of the camera in the current period is the standstill state, and remaining the shake function disabled.
[0107] The first shake state determination sub-module 5024 is configured for, when the first camera state is the shake
state:
determining and recording whether the camera is standstill in the current period, based on the preset standstill threshold
and the angle variation.
[0108] The first shake state determination sub-module 5024 is specifically configured for:
determining whether the angle variation is less than the preset standstill threshold; if the angle variation is less than the
preset standstill threshold, determining that the camera is standstill in the current period, and recording the number of
times that the camera is standstill; if the angle variation is not less than the preset standstill threshold, determining that
the camera is not standstill in the current period, and resetting the number of times that the camera is standstill.
[0109] The second shake state determination sub-module 5025 is configured for determining whether the camera is
standstill continuously in the preset number of periods; if the camera is standstill continuously in the preset number of
periods, determining that the second camera state of the camera in the current period is the standstill state, and disabling
the anti-shake function; if the camera is not standstill continuously in the preset number of periods, determining that the
second camera state of the camera in the current period is the shake state, and remaining the shake function enabled.
[0110] The preset relationship between position change of the anti-shake lens for shake compensation and shake
data includes: a correspondence between the angle variation and a compensation vector of the anti-shake lens under
a preset focal length.
[0111] The data determination module 503 is configured for:
determining the movement direction and the movement distance of the anti-shake lens, based on the correspondence
between the angle variation and the compensation vector of the anti-shake lens under the preset focal length.
[0112] The position adjustment module 504 is configured for:
adjusting a position of the anti-shake lens based on the determined movement direction and movement distance of the
anti-shake lens, so as to cause the image sensor to capture a shake-compensated image.
[0113] The reception module 505 is configured for receiving an operation instruction for enabling the anti-shake function
or disabling the anti-shake function from a user.
[0114] The anti-shake enabling and disabling module 506 is configured for enabling or disabling the anti-shake function
based on the operation instruction.
[0115] The anti-shake setting module 507 is configured for receiving and saving the anti-shake level set by the user.
The anti-shake level includes: the shake threshold and/or the standstill threshold.
[0116] It can be seen that in the anti-shake apparatus for a camera according to the embodiment of the present
application, the current shake data of the camera is acquired through the gyroscope; whether the camera shakes
continuously in the preset number of periods or whether the camera is standstill continuously in the preset number of
periods is determined by comparing the angle variation of the current shake data with the preset shake threshold or the
standstill threshold based on the first camera state of the camera determined in the previous period, and the anti-shake
function is enabled or disabled based on a determination result. When the anti-shake function is enabled, the movement
direction and the movement distance of the anti-shake lens are determined based on the correspondence between the
angle variation and the compensation vector of anti-shake lens under the current focal length. The position of the anti-
shake lens is adjusted based on the determined movement direction and movement distance of the anti-shake lens, so
that the image sensor captures the shake-compensated image. With the embodiment of the present application, the
anti-shake performance can be improved. Furthermore, in the embodiment of the present application, when the anti-
shake function is enabled, it can be determined through state that when the angle variation of the camera remains less
than the standstill threshold for a time threshold N, the anti-shake function is disabled. Therefore, according to the
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embodiment of the present application, the working time of the anti-shake component can be reduced and thus the
service life of the anti-shake component is improved.
[0117] Referring to FIG. 6, FIG. 6 shows a structural diagram of a camera according to an embodiment of the present
application. The camera may include a lens 601, a shake detector (gyroscope) 602, an image sensor 603 and a first
processor 604.
[0118] The lens 601 is configured for performing optical framing. The lens 601 includes a movable anti-shake lens
6011. The movable anti-shake lens may change an imaging position of a captured picture on the image sensor 603.
[0119] The shake detector (gyroscope) 602 is configured for detecting current shake data of the camera.
[0120] The shake detector 602 is specifically configured for acquiring the current shake data of the camera based on
preset periods. The shake detector 602 is a gyroscope. The gyroscope sends the current shake data of the camera to
the first processor 604 after acquiring the current shake data of the camera based on preset periods.
[0121] The shake data includes position change data of the camera when the camera shakes. The position change
data is the angle variation of the camera in the current period relative to the previous period.
[0122] The image sensor 603 is configured for capturing an image. It is generally a CCD or a CMOS (Complementary
Metal Oxide Semiconductor). The image sensor 603 sends a video image signal captured to the image processing chip
606.
[0123] The first processor 604 is configured for acquiring current shake data of the camera, wherein the shake data
includes position change data of the camera when the camera shakes, and the shake data is detected by the shake
detector 602; determining the movement data of the anti-shake lens 6011, based on the preset relationship between
the position change of the anti-shake lens for shake compensation and the shake data; and adjusting the position of the
anti-shake lens 6011 based on the movement data, so as to cause the image sensor 603 to capture a shake-compensated
image.
[0124] The first processor 604 is specifically configured for:

determining whether the camera shakes continuously in the preset number of periods or whether the camera is
standstill continuously in the preset number of periods based on the angle variation, a preset shake threshold and
a preset standstill threshold, and enabling or disabling the anti-shake function based on a determination result; and

when the anti-shake function is enabled, determining the movement data of the anti-shake lens 6011, based on the
preset relationship between the position change of the anti-shake lens for shake compensation and the shake data.

[0125] It should be noted that the first processor 604 includes an OIS driving chip 6041, and the function of the first
processor 604 is completed by the OIS driving chip 6041.
[0126] As shown in FIG 6, the camera may further include: a second processor 605.
[0127] The second processor 605 is configured for receiving an operation instruction for enabling the anti-shake
function or disabling the anti-shake function from a user;
sending an instruction for enabling or disabling the anti-shake function to the first processor 604 based on the operation
instruction; and/or
receiving an anti-shake level set by the user, and sending the anti-shake level to the first processor 604 to be saved;
wherein, the anti-shake level includes: the shake threshold and/or the standstill threshold.
[0128] The second processor 605 is further configured for sending a lens control instruction to the lens 601 and sending
a video image processing instruction to the image processing chip 606.
[0129] It should be noted that the second processor 605 includes an MCU (Microcontroller Unit) 6051, and the function
of the second processor 605 is completed by the MCU 6051.
[0130] As shown in FIG. 6, the camera in the present embodiment may further include: the image processing chip
606 configured for performing a conversion and match operation on a picture captured by the image sensor 603, so that
the captured picture is close to the picture seen by the human eye. The conversion and match operation includes multiple
operations that enhance sharpness and quality of the picture, such as noise elimination, red-eye elimination, contrast
adjustment, and chromatic aberration adjustment. The video image signal is output after the conversion and match
operation.
[0131] In the camera according to the embodiment of the present application, the current shake data for the position
change of the camera is acquired by the gyroscope. The first processor 604 determines the movement data of the anti-
shake lens 6011, based on the preset relationship between the position change of the anti-shake lens for shake com-
pensation and the shake data; and adjusts the position of the anti-shake lens 6011 based on the movement data, so
that the image sensor 603 captures a shake-compensated image. The present application achieves the anti-shake
function by the position movement of the anti-shake lens 6011, which is different from the electronic anti-shake in prior
art, which achieves the anti-shake function by processing the image. The camera according to the embodiment of the
present application is not limited by the frame rate of the image, and can perform anti-shake processing for the higher
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or lower frequency shake, improving the anti-shake performance. Furthermore, in the embodiment of the present appli-
cation, when the anti-shake function of the camera is enabled, the camera can determine through state that when the
camera is standstill continuously in the preset number of periods, the anti-shake function is disabled. Therefore, according
to the embodiment of the present application, the working time of the anti-shake component can be reduced and thus
the service life of the anti-shake component is improved.
[0132] FIG. 7 shows a second schematic structural diagram of a camera according to an embodiment of the present
application. The camera may be a surveillance camera, including: a shake detector 101, an SOC (System on Chip) 102,
a lens 103, a motor driver 104 and a photosensitive sensor 105.
[0133] The lens 103 may be an optical anti-shake lens. The optical anti-shake lens includes a movable optical lens(es),
which is called as a set of movable optical anti-shake compensation lenses.
[0134] The shake detector 101 is electrically connected to the SOC 102. The SOC 102 is electrically connected to the
shake detector 101, the motor driver 104 and the photosensitive sensor 105, respectively. The motor driver 104 is
connected to the SOC 102 and the set of optical anti-shake compensation lenses in the optical anti-shake lens 103,
respectively. The photosensitive sensor 105 is located in rear of the optical anti-shake lens 104.
[0135] It can be considered that a direction of the optical anti-shake lens 104 facing the shooting scene indicates the
front of the optical anti-shake lens, and a direction opposite to the above direction indicates the rear of the optical anti-
shake lens 104. In addition, the photosensitive sensor 105 may be located in rear of the optical anti-shake lens 104 and
tightly connected to the lens 104. The photosensitive sensor 105 may also be located in rear of the optical anti-shake
lens 104 and spaced apart from the lens 104 by a certain distance. The present application does not limit thereto.
[0136] The motor driver 104 may be connected to the optical anti-shake lens 103 through a connection element. This
is an example of the present application. The connection manner between the driver 104 and the lens 103 is not limited
herein.
[0137] Specifically, the shake detector 101 performs shake detection, obtains a shake signal and sends the shake
signal to the SOC 102. The SOC 102 receives the shake signal sent by the shake detector 101, and sends a control
signal to the motor driver 104 and the photosensitive sensor 105 based on the shake signal. The motor driver 104
receives the control signal sent by the SOC 102, and drives the set of optical compensation lenses in the optical anti-
shake lens 103 to move based on the control signal. The photosensitive sensor 105 receives the control signal sent by
the SOC 102, and captures light passing through the optical anti-shake lens 103 to form a shake-compensated image.
[0138] Based on an imaging principle behind the photosensitive sensor 105, the photosensitive sensor 105 captures
light to form an image. When the captured light is focused on a center of a target surface of the photosensitive sensor
105, a clear image is formed. When the captured light is focused a position that is deviated from the center of the target
surface of the photosensitive sensor 105, a blurred image is formed. In the present embodiment, the photosensitive
sensor 105 captures light passing through the optical anti-shake lens 103 to form an image.
[0139] The shake signal may be a signal about information such as a shake angle, a shake frequency, and the like.
For the control signal, there may be two cases.
[0140] In one case, after receiving the shake signal sent by the shake detector 101, the SOC 102 determines the
displacement of the set of optical anti-shake compensation lenses in the optical anti-shake lens 103, to ensure that the
light passing through the optical anti-shake lens 103 is focused on the center of the target surface of the photosensitive
sensor 105, thereby forming a clear image. At this time, the control signal is a signal about the displacement.
[0141] In another case, the SOC 102 receives an image formed by the photosensitive sensor 105, and process the
image to obtain a surveillance video. At this time, the control signal may be understood as a signal for notifying the
photosensitive sensor 105 of performing image acquisition.
[0142] The displacement may be a horizontal displacement or a vertical displacement.
[0143] The above cases are examples of the control signal. The present application does not limit the specific form
of the control signal.
[0144] In an implementation of the present application, the shake detector 101 may be a gyroscope.
[0145] Since a field of view of an optical anti-shake lens is generally limited, in order to obtain a larger field of view,
the surveillance camera may include a plurality of optical anti-shake lenses to expand the field of view of the entire
camera. In view of this, in an implementation of the present application, the surveillance camera includes at least two
optical anti-shake lenses 103. Moreover, since the optical anti-shake lenses 103 correspond to different fields of view,
respectively, the light passing through the optical anti-shake lenses 103 may form different images. To ensure that an
image is captured in the field of view of each of the anti-shake lenses 103, the number of the photosensitive sensors
105 is equal to the number of optical anti-shake lenses 103.
[0146] In addition, an optical anti-shake lens and a corresponding drive program are already available, but the optical
anti-shake lens has not been applied in the surveillance camera. In the present embodiment, the application of the optical
anti-shake lens into the surveillance camera greatly helps to improve the quality of images captured by the surveillance
camera when it shakes.
[0147] In an implementation of the present application, FIG 2 provides another structural diagram of a surveillance
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camera. Compared with the foregoing embodiment, in present embodiment, the optical anti-shake lens 103 further
includes a set of photosensitive lenses. Thus, the optical anti-shake lens 103 includes a set of photosensitive lenses
103A and a set of optical anti-shake compensation lenses 103B.
[0148] The set of photosensitive lenses 103A is located in front of the set of optical anti-shake compensation lenses
103B. The photosensitive sensor 105 is located in rear of the set of optical anti-shake compensation lenses 103B.
[0149] It can be considered that a direction of the set of optical anti-shake compensation lenses 103B facing the
shooting scene indicates the front of the set of optical anti-shake lenses 103B, and a direction opposite to the above
direction indicates the rear of the set of optical anti-shake compensation lenses 103B.
[0150] Specifically, the set of photosensitive lenses 103A may include a set of magnifying lenses and a set of focusing
lenses. The set of focusing lenses is located in rear of the set of magnifying lenses and in front of the set of optical anti-
shake compensation lenses 103B.
[0151] It can be considered that a direction of the set of magnifying lenses facing the shooting scene indicates the
front of the set of magnifying lenses, and a direction opposite to the above direction indicates the rear of the set of
magnifying lenses.
[0152] The set of magnifying lenses include at least one lens. In order to obtain a better light processing effect, the
set of magnifying lenses include at least two lenses in an implementation of the present application.
[0153] The set of focusing lenses include at least one lens. In order to obtain a better light processing effect, the set
of focusing lenses include at least two lenses in another implementation of the present application.
[0154] In an implementation of the present application, the motor driver 104 may include a motor driving chip and an
optical compensation motor.
[0155] The motor driving chip is electrically connected to the SOC and the optical compensation motor respectively.
The optical compensation motor is connected to the set of optical anti-shake compensation lenses to drive the set of
optical anti-shake compensation lenses to move.
[0156] It can be seen that the surveillance camera according to the embodiments includes: a shake detector, an SOC,
an optical anti-shake lens including a set of movable optical anti-shake compensation lenses, a motor driver and a
photosensitive sensor. The shake detector sends a shake signal to the SOC connected thereto. The SOC may send a
control signal to the motor driver and the photosensitive sensor connected thereto based on the shake signal. The motor
driver, after receiving the control signal, drives the set of optical anti-shake compensation lenses in the optical anti-shake
lens connected thereto to move, thereby adjusting the focus of the light passing through the optical anti-shake lens on
the photosensitive sensor to obtain a shake-compensated image. Therefore, the surveillance camera according to the
various embodiments of the present application can capture a clear surveillance video when the surveillance camera
shakes.
[0157] The embodiment of the present application provides a storage medium for storing executable program code.
The executable code, when being executed, performs the anti-shake method for a camera according to the embodiment
of the present application, and in particular the anti-shake method for any one camera according to the embodiment of
the present application. The camera includes a lens including a movable anti-shake lens, a shake detector and an image
sensor.
[0158] In the present embodiment, the storage medium stores an application program which, when being executed,
preforms the anti-shake method for a camera according to the embodiment of the present application. Therefore, it is
possible to achieve the anti-shake function by the position movement of the anti-shake lens, which is different from the
electronic anti-shake in prior art, which achieves the anti-shake function by processing the image. The anti-shake method
according to the embodiment of the present application is not limited by the frame rate of the image, and can perform
anti-shake processing for the higher or lower frequency shake, improving the anti-shake performance.
[0159] An embodiment of the present application provides an application program, wherein the application program,
when being executed, performs the anti-shake method for a camera according to the embodiment of the present appli-
cation, and in particular the anti-shake method for any one camera according to the embodiment of the present application.
The camera includes: a lens including a movable anti-shake lens, a shake detector and an image sensor.
[0160] It should be noted that the relationship terms used herein, such as "first", "second" and the like are only used
to distinguish one entity or operation from another entity or operation, but do not necessarily require or imply that there
is an actual relationship or order between these entities or operations. Moreover, the terms "include", "comprise", or any
variants thereof are intended to cover a non-exclusive inclusion, such that processes, methods, articles, or devices,
including a series of elements, include not only those elements that have been listed, but also other elements that is not
specifically listed or the elements intrinsic to these processes, methods, articles, or devices. Without further limitations,
elements defined by the wording "comprise(s) a/an..." and "include(s) a/an..." do not exclude additional identical elements
in the processes, methods, articles, or devices that includes the listed elements.
[0161] All of the embodiments in the description are described in a correlated manner, and identical or similar parts
in various embodiments can refer to one another. In addition, the description for each embodiment focuses on the
differences from other embodiments. In particular, the embodiments of the apparatus, the application program and the
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storage medium are described briefly, since they are substantially similar to the embodiment of the method, and the
related contents can refer to the description of the embodiment of the method.
[0162] The embodiments described above are simply preferable embodiments of the present application, and are not
intended to limit the scope of protection of the present application. Any modifications, alternatives, improvements, or the
like within the spirit and principle of the present application shall be included within the scope of protection of the present
application.

Claims

1. An anti-shake method for a camera, wherein the camera comprises a lens, a shake detector and an image sensor,
the lens comprising a movable anti-shake lens; the method comprises:

acquiring current shake data of the camera by the shake detector, wherein the shake data comprises position
change data of the camera when the camera shakes;
determining position change data of the anti-shake lens based on the current shake data of the camera and a
preset relationship between position change of the anti-shake lens for shake compensation and shake data; and
adjusting a position of the anti-shake lens based on the position change data of the anti-shake lens, so as to
cause the image sensor to capture a shake-compensated image.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein acquiring current shake data of the camera by the shake detector comprises: for
each of preset periods, acquiring shake data of the camera in this preset period by the shake detector, wherein the
shake data comprises an angle variation of the camera in a current period relative to a previous period;
before determining position change data of the anti-shake lens based on the current shake data of the camera and
a preset relationship between position change of the anti-shake lens for shake compensation and shake data, the
method further comprises:

determining whether the camera shakes continuously in a preset number of periods based on shake data of
the camera in the preset number of periods, a preset shake threshold and a preset standstill threshold, and if
the camera shakes continuously in the preset number of periods, enabling an anti-shake function; and
the step of determining position change data of the anti-shake lens based on the current shake data of the
camera and a preset relationship between position change of the anti-shake lens for shake compensation and
shake data, comprises:
if the anti-shake function is enabled, determining the position change data of the anti-shake lens based on the
current shake data of the camera and the preset relationship between position change of the anti-shake lens
for shake compensation and shake data.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of determining whether the camera shakes continuously in a preset number
of periods based on shake data of the camera in the preset number of periods, a preset shake threshold and a
preset standstill threshold, and if the camera shakes continuously in the preset number of periods, enabling an anti-
shake function, comprises:

determining a first camera state of the camera in a previous period of the current period, wherein the camera
state comprises a standstill state or a shake state; and
when the first camera state is the standstill state,
determining whether the camera shakes in the current period, based on the preset shake threshold and the
angle variation contained in the shake data of the camera in the current period; and
determining whether the camera shakes continuously in the preset number of periods; if the camera shakes
continuously in the preset number of periods, determining that a second camera state of the camera in the
current period is the shake state, and enabling the anti-shake function; if the camera does not shake continuously
in the preset number of periods, determining that the second camera state of the camera in the current period
is the standstill state; and
when the first camera state is the shake state,
determining and recording whether the camera is standstill in the current period based on the preset standstill
threshold and the angle variation contained in the shake data of the camera in the current period; and
determining whether the camera is standstill continuously in the preset number of periods; if the camera is
standstill continuously in the preset number of periods, determining that the second camera state of the camera
in the current period is the standstill state, and disabling the anti-shake function; if the camera is not standstill
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continuously in the preset number of periods, determining that the second camera state of the camera in the
current period is the shake state.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the step of determining whether the camera shakes in the current period, based on
the preset shake threshold and the angle variation contained in the shake data of the camera in the current period,
comprises:

determining whether the angle variation contained in the shake data of the camera in the current period is
greater than the preset shake threshold; if the angle variation is greater than the preset shake threshold, de-
termining that the camera shakes in the current period, and recording the number of times that the camera
shakes; if the angle variation is not greater than the preset shake threshold, determining that the camera does
not shake, and resetting the number of times that the camera shakes;
the step of determining and recording whether the camera is standstill in the current period based on the preset
standstill threshold and the angle variation contained in the shake data of the camera in the current period,
comprises:
determining whether the angle variation contained in the shake data of the camera in the current period is less
than the preset standstill threshold; if the angle variation is less than the preset standstill threshold, determining
that the camera is standstill in the current period, and recording the number of times that the camera is standstill;
if the angle variation is not less than the preset standstill threshold, determining that the camera is not standstill
in the current period, and resetting the number of times that the camera is standstill.

5. The method of claim 2, wherein the preset relationship between shake data and position change of the anti-shake
lens for shake compensation, comprises: a correspondence between the angle variation of the camera and a
compensation vector of the anti-shake lens under a preset focal length;
the step of determining position change data of the anti-shake lens based on the current shake data of the camera
and a preset relationship between position change of the anti-shake lens for shake compensation and shake data,
comprises:

determining a direction of position change and a distance of position change of the anti-shake lens, based on
the correspondence between the angle variation of the camera and the compensation vector of the anti-shake
lens under the preset focal length;
the step of adjusting a position of the anti-shake lens based on the position change data of the anti-shake lens,
so as to cause the image sensor to capture a shake-compensated image, comprises:
adjusting the position of the anti-shake lens based on the determined direction of position change and the
determined distance of position change of the anti-shake lens, so as to cause the image sensor to capture the
shake-compensated image.

6. The method of any one of claims 2-5, wherein the shake detector is a gyroscope;
the step of acquiring current shake data of the camera by the shake detector, comprises:

receiving current angular velocity data sent by the gyroscope; and
calculating the angle variation of the camera in the current period relative to the previous period, based on the
length of the preset period, the current angular velocity data, and angular velocity data received in the previous
period.

7. The method of any one of claims 2-5, wherein the method further comprises: receiving one or more of an operation
instruction for enabling the anti-shake function, an operation instruction for disabling the anti-shake function, and
an instruction for setting an anti-shake level, which are sent by a user;
if the operation instruction for enabling the anti-shake function is received from the user, enabling the anti-shake
function;
if the operation instruction for disabling the anti-shake function is received form the user, disabling the anti-shake
function; and
if the instruction for setting an anti-shake level is received from the user, reading and saving an anti-shake level
carried in the instruction for setting an anti-shake level, wherein the anti-shake level comprises: the shake threshold
and/or the standstill threshold.

8. A camera, comprising: a lens, a shake detector, an image sensor and a first processor, wherein the lens comprises
a movable anti-shake lens;
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the lens is configured for optical framing;
the shake detector is configured for detecting current shake data of the camera;
the image sensor is configured for capturing an image;
the first processor is configured for acquiring current shake data of the camera by the shake detector, wherein the
shake data comprises position change data of the camera when the camera shakes; determining position change
data of the anti-shake lens based on the current shake data of the camera and a preset relationship between position
change of the anti-shake lens for shake compensation and shake data; and adjusting a position of the anti-shake
lens based on the position change data of the anti-shake lens, so as to cause the image sensor to capture a shake-
compensated image.

9. The camera of claim 8, wherein,
the shake detector is configured for: for each of preset periods, acquiring the shake data of the camera in this preset
period;
the position change data of the camera is an angle variation of the camera in a current period relative to a previous
period;
the first processor is configured for:

determining whether the camera shakes continuously in a preset number of periods based on shake data of
the camera in the preset number of periods, a preset shake threshold and a preset standstill threshold, and if
the camera shakes continuously in the preset number of periods, enabling an anti-shake function;
if the anti-shake function is enabled, determining the position change data of the anti-shake lens based on the
current shake data of the camera and the preset relationship between position change of the anti-shake lens
for shake compensation and shake data.

10. The camera of claim 9, further comprising a second processor configured for receiving one or more of an operation
instruction for enabling the anti-shake function, an operation instruction for disabling the anti-shake function, and
an instruction for setting an anti-shake level, which are sent by a user;
if the operation instruction for enabling the anti-shake function is received from the user, enabling the anti-shake
function;
if the operation instruction for disabling the anti-shake function is received form the user, disabling the anti-shake
function; and
if the instruction for setting an anti-shake level is received from the user, reading and saving an anti-shake level
carried in the instruction for setting an anti-shake level, wherein the anti-shake level comprises: the shake threshold
and/or the standstill threshold.

11. A surveillance camera, comprising: a shake detector, a system on chip, a lens, a motor driver, and a photosensitive
sensor, wherein the lens comprises a movable optical lens;
the shake detector is electrically connected to the system on chip, and sends a shake signal to the system on chip;
the system on chip is electrically connected to the shake detector, the motor driver and the photosensitive sensor,
respectively, and receives the shake signal sent by the shake detector, and sends a control signal to the motor
driver and the photosensitive sensor based on the shake signal;
the motor driver is connected to the system on chip and the optical lens, and receives the control signal sent by the
system on chip to drive the optical lens to move; and
the photosensitive sensor is located in rear of the lens, and receives the control signal sent by the system on chip
and captures light passing through the lens to form a shake-compensated image.

12. The surveillance camera of claim 11, wherein, the lens further comprises: a photosensitive lens, wherein,
a set of photosensitive lenses is located in front of the optical lens; and
the photosensitive sensor is located in rear of the optical lens;

13. The surveillance camera of claim 12, wherein the photosensitive lens comprises: a magnifying lens and a focusing
lens; wherein,
the focusing lens is located in rear of the magnifying lens and in front of the optical anti-shake compensation lens.

14. The surveillance camera of claim 13, wherein the magnifying lens comprises at least two magnifying lenses.

15. The surveillance camera of claim 13, wherein the focusing lens comprises at least two focusing lenses.
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16. The surveillance camera of any one of claims 12-15, wherein, the motor driver comprises: a motor driving chip and
an optical compensation motor; wherein,
the motor driving chip is electrically connected to the system on chip and the optical compensation motor, respectively;
and
the optical compensation motor is connected to the optical lens to drive the optical lens to move.

17. The surveillance camera of any one of claims 11-15, wherein,
the shake detector is a gyroscope.

18. The surveillance camera of any one of claims 11-15, wherein,
the surveillance camera comprises at least two optical lenses; and
the number of the photosensitive sensors is equal to the number of the optical lenses.
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